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Your contribution and participation is greatly
appreciated!! Queen Sheba School shall rise to the
top once again because of your marvelous
participation and contribution!!
The motto of this anniversary is simple and clear; to
rebuild the school and improve its capacity, to
generate momentum & propel the school to its highest
level that will ultimately produce responsible and
successful citizens!
The time has come and the time is now!! Let us ask
ourselves what we can do individually! We can and
we must. Together, we can go far……………

Queen Sheba Schools Alumni
Association & Friends International

Queen Sheba Schools Alumni
Association &
Friends –International

Please join us in Adwa for the historic event of
the 70th anniversary of Queen Sheba on:
June 28th – July 1st 2012

Adwa, Ethiopia

Contact information in Ethiopia

Contact information in USA

gbelay@ethionet.et Chairman

gegorfu@gmail.com Chairman

fetle02@yahoo.com Committee Chairperson

gbeshue@yahoo.com Fundraising Team Lead
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ታሪኽ ንግሥተ ሳባ፤
ብሓባር ንዓቅባ!!

እዛ ፍልፍል ፍልጠት፣ እኖ ኸዋኽብቲ፤
ዓዲ ፍልስፍና፣ መብቆል ሊቃውንቲ፤
መረበት ጀጋኑ፣ ንወራር ዲሃልቲ፤
ናይ ዓለም ፈላስፋ ንኒቸ መሕፈርቲ።
ዓዲ ሼኽ ወ ካህን፣ ሰብ ሓቦ ሰብ እምነት፤
መሃዝቲ ኣስኳላ ፍልጠት ቤት-ክህነት፤
ፅላል ስደተኛ፣ ናይ ፍትሒ መሰረት፤
ንትምክሕቲ ወራር ዝምክት ብሕብረት።
ዘኹርዕ ወለዶ ዓዲ ሊቃውንቲ፤
ኣሽምባይ ንዓዶም ንዓለም ተረፍቲ፤
ጠቢባን ሕክምና፣ ሒሳብ ምስ ህንድስና፣
ባዮ ኬሚስትሪ፣ ስነ ልቦና፣ ፍልስፍና፣
ሳይንስ፣ ፖለቲካ፣ ቲኦሎጂ፣ ሶሲዮሎጂያ፣
ክንደይ ኢለ ክቖፅር ሰብ ክእለት፣ ሰብ ሞያ፤
ርእሰ ማል ሃፋትም፣ ሰብ ሓቦ፣ ሰብ ቅያ
ኣብኣ ብዝተማህሩ ኮሪዓ ኢትዮጵያ።
ወሊዳ ዘዕበየት ነዞም ሊቃውንቲ፤
ማኅፀና ይፈልፍል፣ አይንጸፍ ብሃልቲ፤
ገምጊምና መርሚርና፣ ኣብ ከመይ ከምዘላ፤
መናእሰይ ከትኩሩ ኣብ ትምህርቲ ሜላ፤
እዙ ሓድሽ ወለዶ ብፍልጠት ክህነፅ፤
ጥበብ ናይ ወለዱ አብኡ ንኺግለጽ፤
ግዴታና እዩ ናትና ናይ ሕድሕድና፤
ሎሚ ታሪኽ ንስራሕ ብሐደ ሐቢርና
ጊዜ ሐጺር እዩ፣ ጽባሕ ሓለፍቲ ኢና!!

Queen Sheba Schools Alumni
Association & Friends International
Queen Sheba Adwa, a school which produced so many high caliber
professionals and leaders in the past many decades is rising once
again, determined to produce students that meet the challenges of the
21st century!!
Once a premiere of excellence and quality education, Queen Sheba
has now aged. The Building is worn out and overcrowded. What
used to host 2000 students now accommodates over 4000 in the
morning and 4000 in the afternoon, a total of 8000 students, without
any additional facility. It is lacking the very basic minimum of
facilities. There is a shortage of laboratories, library, and students
have no extracurricular activity. The sports facility, which used to be
the hallmark of the school, is now aged and crying for repair.
When there were few secondary school opportunities in Ethiopia,
Queen Sheba was a beacon of hope for many. All those who have
benefited from the school, have the responsibility of rebuilding it.
Let us rise to the occasion and accept this historic responsibility.
Opportunities have slipped and time has passed. We may look back
and complain but what will that solve? Rather than pointing fingers
and blaming others, let us pause and ask ourselves: what have I done
for the school? How can I contribute to raise the school to a new
level? Action when it is needed and asked for is the only way to
change this situation. Let us change the school and elevate ourselves
to higher standards of social responsibility and philanthropy.
Education is at the heart of human progress. Economic and social
prosperity depends on the ability of a nation to educate its youth and
prepare them to face the rapidly changing world. By supporting
Queen Sheba School and creating an atmosphere of the

excellence in Education will prepare the next generation to
thrive in the rapidly changing world. Education is not only a
basic human right, but also the only proven path to the future.
It is the most important human resource development that can
bring social and economic changes.
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None of us got to where we are solely by our own effort. We
got here because someone…………
– A parent, a teacher, a mentor, some role model stepped
forward and helped us to be a better human being. They saw
the best in us and nurtured it so we can reach our goal. So what
does it take for us to help the poor kids struggling in this school
so they can change their lives and the fate of the country? Let
us put our hands, minds, and resource together and equip and
enable the coming generation to succeed in the 21st century
with skills, information technology, and confidence. If we can
do this for these kids, they will change themselves and also that
of their society’s progress forever!
Queen Sheba International Alumni and Queen Sheba Alumni
Ethiopia are preparing to celebrate the 70th anniversary of
Queen Sheba Adwa. This will be a time of hope, recovery,
promise, and of laying future foundation for the next
generation. You are all invited to join us in the celebrations.
The motto of this anniversary is simple: to rebuild the school
and improve its capacity, to generate momentum and propel the
school to its highest level that will produce responsible and
successful citizens.
Well, the time has come and the time is now!! Let us ask
ourselves what we can do individually! We can and we must.
Together, we can move mountains!!
Would you help?

Queen Sheba Schools Alumni
Association & Friends International
The alumni promises you that your hard earned money will be spent
wisely in improving the quality of education in Adwa. And your kind
pledge will be fully tax deductible.
Please mail the donation form below
with your pledged amount to:QSSAAF-I P. O. Box 41451
Arlington, VA. 2220 (USA)

Or deposit in our account at:Bank of America 4350 0905 6264
In appreciation, to all who make
$1000 or more in contributions
they will be recognized with their
name inscribed in a marble statue
erected in the campus of
Queen Sheba School !

Your pledge today:

ሀ ሁ ሂ...

$500_______ $1,000_______ $2,000 ______ $,3000______ $5,000
Sponsor a student_______ (This is a unique way to support honor
students through QSSAF-I for a minimum of five years. It will create
competition for sponsors among students and produce excellence in
academic results.) Other______________________
First name__________________ Last name__________________
Email: _________________________ Tel: ___________________
QSSAF-I Thanks you for your generous donations!

